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Shutter and Sound is the brainchild of renowned wedding 
videographer Ryan Geldermann. Ryan began his wedding 
videography career in 2010 in Los Angeles and quickly became 
nationally recognized as one of the top videographers in the 
U.S.. After relocating to DC and still receiving countless 
inquiries from all corners of the country, Ryan decided to 
recruit and train a few talented friends so he could continue 
offering the quality wedding videography he’s known for in 
SoCal and eventually over 10 cities. Shutter and Sound is a 
very small group of filmmakers dedicated to turning your big 
day into a work of art.

A LITTLE ABOUT US

shutterandsound

shutterandsound

shutterandsound

800-841-3990
hello@shutterandsound.com
Photography by Sam Hurd

https://www.instagram.com/shutterandsound/
https://www.facebook.com/shutterandsoundfilms
https://vimeo.com/shutterandsound
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SHUTTER & SOUND
WEDDING PACKAGES

Videography Packages

State and local sales tax will be added to the total at time of booking for CLIENTS that live in AZ, CT, CO, DC, 

FL, MD, NC, NJ, PA, RI, TX, and WA because these states count digital delivery as a tangible product. For 

CLIENTS that live elsewhere, sales tax will only apply if the $300 Raw Footage option above is selected— sales tax 

would apply to the entire package price, not just the $300 fee, in these instances.

PREVIEW

3-4 min Cinematic Highlight

(music only, one song)

8 hrs of coverage 9 hrs of coverage 10 hrs of coverage

1 videographer

$3,000

2 videographers

$3,700

2 videographers

$4,700

3-4 min Cinematic Highlight

(music only, one song)

Multi-Cam Edit of 

processional, vows, 

speeches, first dance, and 

parent dances

Multi-Cam Edit of 

processional, vows, 

speeches, first dance, and 

parent dances

15-20 min Feature FIlm

(music + dialogue)

SHORT FEATURE

9 hrs of coverage

2 videographers

$4,100

4-5 min Cinematic Highlight

(music + dialogue, one song)

Multi-Cam Edit of 

processional, vows, 

speeches, first dance, and 

parent dances

SHORT+

3-4 min Cinematic Highlight

(music only, one song)

4K UHD Resolution

Drone Establishing Shots
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VIDEO EXAMPLES

View examples of the videos included with each package! (each type of video is color-
coded to match the packages above)

Anne & Geneva

Brittany & Bradley

Cinematic Highlight Video w/Music Only - Preview, Short, and Feature Packages

3-4 minutes long, 1 lyrical song. Click the names below to view their videos!

Lauren & Jim

Mike & Sidi

Multi-Camera Edit - Short, Short+, and Feature packages

Rewatch the main events of the day, condensed into a smooth, watchable film. Unlike the highlight videos, our 

Multi-Camera Edits provide a chronological, no-nonsense, and slice-of-life-style account of the included events

while simply cutting between camera angles. Since each event is played out in its entirety (aka “real time 

editing”), the exact length of each edit varies depending on your day!

This film will show your processional, vows, ring exchange, pronouncement, first dance, parent dances, 

andspeeches. https://mediazilla.com/dovEv4tt8j

Cinematic Highlight w/Dialogue - Short+ Package

4-5 minutes long, 1 instrumental OR lyrical song. Click the names below to view their videos!

Kathleen & Collin

Tess & Tyler

Annie & Brian

Peter & Britlynn

Lauren & Ricky

Jingxian & Kaijie

Taylor & Mike

Paige & Bradley

Extended Highlight Video - Feature Package only

15-20 mins long. This film shows far more content than the shorter highlight videos included in the packages 

above. We mix dialogue (officiant, speeches, etc) with artistic footage and cinematic music to craft a beautiful 

story of your big day. Click the names below to view their videos!

https://vimeo.com/316598679
https://vimeo.com/637916784
https://vimeo.com/265785697
https://vimeo.com/651559197
https://mediazilla.com/dovEv4tt8j
https://vimeo.com/365748310
https://vimeo.com/619975809
https://vimeo.com/656160143
https://vimeo.com/252975823
https://vimeo.com/782669006
https://vimeo.com/252975823
https://vimeo.com/712557913
https://vimeo.com/750119702
https://vimeo.com/278040087
https://vimeo.com/788770180
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Optional Add Ons

Drone Coverage - Short, Short+ & Feature Packages ONLY - $195 - aerial footage available in some areas: 
weather, venue/legal restrictions permitting.  **Drone is not available with the Preview package.

4K UHD Resolution – $195 - Future-proof your memories! All footage captured in 4K UHD Quality (4 times 
higher resolution than 1080p HD)

15-20 Minute Narrative Feature Film – $795 -**highly recommended** Add-on to “The Short” or “The Short+” 
packages. This film shows far more content than the shorter highlight videos included in the packages. We mix 
dialogue (officiant, speeches, etc) with artistic footage and cinematic music to craft a beautiful story of your big 
day. PLUS, get FREE 4K when you book this add-on ($195 value). 

Instagram Clip - $150 - 60-second highlight for social media. This is a 60 second chunk of the highlight video 
that comes in your package. We cut out the 60 seconds we think work best and fade it in at the beginning and 
out at the end. To be delivered at the same time as your highlight video.

Instagram Edit - $395 - 60-second highlight for social media. This is cut from scratch and not a portion of your 
longer highlight video as with the option above. This is cut to an instrumental song from soundstripe.com (you 
may choose the song or have us choose). To be delivered within about 1 week of your wedding.

Extended Multi-Cam - $195 - *Not available with the Preview package. Same as the multi-cam edit in The Short, 
Short+ and Feature packages, but includes the complete ceremony and any other main events of the reception not 
listed in the packages above (cake cutting, bouquet and garter toss). www.vimeo.com/213346500/3eaceb6728.

Compressed Raw Footage - $100 -**highly recommended** These files will be compressed and delivered digitally 
for download. Generally, they will be sent as a few long video files, 1 from each camera. Each video file will 
include everything shot from that specific camera. Raw footage should not be considered a replacement for the 
multi-camera edits we offer, however. We recommend it only as a secure back-up of our work as we delete all 
footage approximately 60 days after all final products have been delivered.

Original High Quality Raw Footage - $300 - This option will be delivered as hundreds of files/clips transferred to 
a hard drive in their original quality (not compressed) and mailed to you. These files are in their original size and 
format and can be used to make additional compilations/edits.

https://vimeo.com/703289662
http://www.vimeo.com/213346500/3eaceb6728

